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Abstract
A thin ‘rope’ of viscous fluid falling from a sufficient height coils as it approaches a rigid surface.
Here we perform a linear stability analysis of steady coiling, with particular attention to the ‘inertio-
gravitational’ regime in which multiple states with different frequencies exist at a fixed fall height.
The basic states analyzed are numerical solutions of asymptotic ‘thin-rope’ equations that describe
steady coiling. To analyze their stability, we first derive in detail a set of more general equations
for the arbitrary time-dependent motion of a thin viscous rope. Linearization of these equations
about the steady coiling solutions yields a boundary-eigenvalue problem of order twenty-one which
we solve numerically to determine the complex growth rate. The multivalued portion of the curve
of steady coiling frequency vs. height comprises alternating stable and unstable segments whose
distribution agrees closely with high-resolution laboratory experiments. The dominant balance of
(perturbation) forces in the instability is between gravity and the viscous resistance to bending of
the rope; inertia is not essential, although it significantly influences the growth rate.
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
The coiling of a thin ‘rope’ of viscous fluid falling from a sufficient height onto a surface is
a common fluid dynamical instability that occurs in situations ranging from food processing
to lava flows. The history of its investigation spans nearly fifty years, and includes labora-
tory experiments1–10, linear stability theory for incipient coiling11,12, finite-amplitude scaling
analysis for high-frequency coiling13, and direct numerical simulation10,14. Fig. 1 shows the
configuration considered in most of these studies, in which fluid with constant density ρ,
viscosity ν and surface tension coefficient γ is injected at a volumetric rate Q from a hole
of diameter d ≡ 2a0 and then falls a distance H onto a solid surface.
The present study is motivated by our recent numerical and experimental results9,10,14,
which are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2a shows a schematic view of the experimental
apparatus, in which a thin rope of silicone oil is extruded downward from a syringe pump
driven by a stepper motor. In a typical experiment, the fluid was injected continuously at a
constant rate Q while the fall height H was varied over a range of discrete values, sufficient
time being allowed at each height to measure the coiling frequency. Anticipating the possi-
bility of hysteresis, we made measurements both with height increasing and decreasing, and
in a few cases we varied the height randomly. For fall heights within a certain range, we
observed two or three different steady coiling states with different frequencies, each of which
persisted for a time before changing spontaneously into one of the others. Fig. 2b and c
show the low- and high-frequency coiling states observed for ν = 5000 cm2 s−1, d = 0.15 cm,
Q = 0.0066 cm3 s−1, and H = 20 cm. The coexistence of two states at the same fall height
reflects the multivalued character of the curve of frequency vs. height, which is illustrated
in more detail in Fig. 3. The symbols show coiling frequencies measured in an experiment
performed using viscous silicone oil (ρ = 0.97 g cm−3, ν = 1000 cm2 s−1, γ = 21.5 dyne
cm−1) with d = 0.068 cm and Q = 0.00215 cm3 s−1, and the solid line shows the curve of
frequency vs. height predicted numerically for the same parameters using the method of
Ribe14. As the fall height H increases, the coiling traverses four distinct dynamical regimes.
For small heights H < 0.7 cm, both gravity and inertia are negligible in the rope, and coiling
occurs in a viscous (V) regime with a frequency14
Ω ∼ Q
Ha21
≡ ΩV , (1)
where a1 is the radius of the ‘coil’ portion of the rope (Fig. 1). The frequency decreases
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strongly with height, and is independent of viscosity because the fluid velocity is determined
kinematically by the injection speed. For 1 cm≤ H ≤ 5 cm, coiling occurs in a gravitational
(G) regime in which the viscous forces that resist bending in the coil are balanced by gravity.
The corresponding coiling frequency is14
Ω ∼
(
gQ3
νa81
) 1
4
≡ ΩG. (2)
For 7 cm ≤ H ≤ 15 cm, a complex inertio-gravitational regime (IG) is observed in which
viscous, gravitational, and inertial forces are all significant. The curve of frequency vs.
height is now multivalued, with up to seven different frequencies at a given height. The
(rightward- and downward-facing) peaks in the curve correspond to resonant oscillations of
the ‘tail’ portion of the rope with frequencies equal to the eigenfrequencies of a whirling
viscous string10. The scaling law for all these frequencies is
Ω ∼
( g
H
)1/2
≡ ΩIG, (3)
with constants of proportionality that depend weakly on the dimensionless parameter
gd2H2/νQ10. As the height increases further, the amplitude of the oscillations in Ω(H)
gradually decreases until the curve becomes smooth again at H ≈ 18 cm. Viscous forces in
the coil are now balanced almost entirely by inertia, giving rise to inertial (I) coiling with a
frequency13
Ω ∼
(
Q4
νa101
) 1
3
≡ ΩI . (4)
The existence of the four regimes just described has now been confirmed experimentally by
Mahadevan et al.8 for the inertial regime, by Maleki et al.9 for the viscous, gravitational, and
inertial regimes, and by Ribe et al.10 for the inertio-gravitational regime. The experimental
observations in the IG regime are of particular interest. As shown in Fig. 3, the observed
frequencies in this regime are concentrated along the roughly horizontal ‘steps’ of the Ω(H)
curve, leaving the steeper portions with negative slope ( ‘switchbacks’) empty. The absence
of observed steady coiling states along the switchbacks suggests that such states may be
unstable to small perturbations. Here we investigate this question by means of a formal
linear stability analysis.
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR AN UNSTEADY ROPE
The starting point of our analysis is a set of equations governing the unsteady motion of
a thin viscous rope, i.e.., one whose ’slenderness’ ² ≡ a0/L¿ 1, where a0 is a characteristic
value of the rope radius and L is the characteristic length scale for the variations of the
flow variables along the rope. Equations for a thin viscous rope have been derived by Entov
and Yarin15, who described the geometry of the rope’s axis using the standard triad of
basis vectors from differential geometry (the unit tangent, the principal normal, and the
binormal). However, such a description can lead to numerical instability when the total
axial curvature is small, as it is over most of the length of a coiling liquid rope. Here we
present an alternative formulation in which the basis vectors normal to the rope’s axis are
material vectors that are convected with the fluid. Because our goal is to perform a linear
stability analysis of steady coiling, we write the equations in a reference frame that rotates
with angular velocity Ωe3 relative to a fixed laboratory frame. The Einstein summation
convention over repeated indices or subscript/superscript pairs is assumed. Greek indices
range over the values 1 and 2 only. Latin indices range over the values 1, 2, and 3 except
for the Euler parameters qi, in which case i = 0, 1, 2, and 3. The quantity ²ijk is the usual
alternating tensor. Finally, derivatives with respect to arclength along the rope axis are
denoted by primes.
A. Geometry
Fig. 4 shows the geometry of an element of a thin viscous rope. Let x(s, t) be the
Cartesian coordinates of a point on the rope’s axis, where s is the arc length along it and
t is time, and let di(s, t) be a triad of orthogonal unit vectors defined at each point on the
axis. The tangent vector to the axis is d3, and d1 and d2 ≡ d3 × d1 are material vectors
normal to the axis that follow the rotation of the fluid. The rope’s cross-section is assumed
to be circular, with radius a(s, t), area A = pia2, and moment of inertia
I =
pia4
4
. (5)
.
The rate of change of the axial coordinates x as a function of arclength is
x′ = d3. (6)
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The rates of change of the local basis vectors di are in turn given by the generalized Frenet
relations
d′i = κ× di, (7)
where κ ≡ κidi is the generalized curvature vector. The components κi are related to the
total curvature κ and the torsion τ of the axis by
κ =
(
κ21 + κ
2
2
)1/2
, τ = κ3 + κ
−2 (κ1κ′2 − κ2κ′1) . (8)
To avoid the polar singularities associated with the traditional Eulerian angles, it is
convenient to describe the orientation of the basis di using four ‘Euler parameters’ qi (i =
0, 1, 2, 3), which are related to the direction cosines dij(s) ≡ di(s)·ej by16
dij =
q21 − q22 − q23 + q20 2(q1q2 + q0q3) 2(q1q3 − q0q2)
2(q1q2 − q0q3) q20 + q22 − q21 − q23 2(q2q3 + q0q1)
2(q1q3 + q0q2) 2(q2q3 − q0q1) q23 + q20 − q21 − q22
 , (9)
The Euler parameters satisfy identically the relation q20 + q
2
1 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 = 1, so only three
of them are independent. The inverse Frenet relations for the curvatures κi in terms of the
Euler parameters and their derivatives are
κ1 = 2(q0q
′
1 + q3q
′
2 − q2q′3 − q1q′0) (10a)
κ2 = 2(−q3q′1 + q0q′2 + q1q′3 − q2q′0) (10b)
κ3 = 2(q2q
′
1 − q1q′2 + q0q′3 − q3q′0) (10c)
We now turn from the geometry of the axis to that of the rope as a whole. Given the
basis vectors di, the Cartesian coordinates X of an arbitrary point within the rope can be
written
X(y1, y2, y3, t) = x(y3, t) + y1d1(y3, t) + y2d2(y3, t)
≡ x+ y, (11)
where y1 and y2 are coordinates normal to the rope axis and y3 ≡ s is an alternate notation
for the arclength along the axis. In the following derivation, we shall make frequent use of
the notation ∂i = ∂/∂yi (i = 1, 2, 3).
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The variable transformation (11) defines a set of (covariant) basis vectors gi = ∂iX:
g1 = d1, g2 = d2,
g3 = hd3 − κ3(y2d1 − y1d2) (12)
where
h ≡ (g1 × g2)·g3 = 1− κ2y1 + κ1y2. (13)
Note that away from the rope axis, the vectors gi are not orthogonal if κ3 6= 0. It is
therefore necessary also to use a set of contravariant (reciprocal) base vectors gi which
satisfy gi·gj = δij, whence
g1 = d1 + h
−1κ3y2d3, g2 = d2 − h−1κ3y1d3,
g3 = h−1d3. (14)
The covariant and contravariant components of the metric tensor for the rope are then
gij = gi·gj, gij = gi·gj. (15)
Note that there is no distinction between covariant and contravariant basis vectors on the
rope axis itself, because gi = g
i = di = d
i when y1 = y2 = 0.
In what follows it will sometimes be useful to replace the coordinates y1 and y2 by the
polar coordinates
r ≡ (y21 + y22)1/2 , θ = tan−1(y2y1
)
. (16)
The covariant and contravariant base vectors for these coordinates are
gr = g
r = cos θd1 + sin θd2,
gθ = r(cos θd2 − sin θd1), gθ = r−2gθ − κ3g3. (17)
A final geometric parameter of interest is the mean curvature H of the rope’s surface,
which determines the pressure associated with surface tension. In the limit a′ ¿ 1, aa′′ ¿ 1,
2H ≈ −1
a
+ κ2 cos θ − κ1 sin θ. (18)
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B. Kinematics
Because the axis y1 = y2 = 0 of the rope is defined geometrically, it is not precisely a
material line. Accordingly, two different velocity fields on the axis must be distinguished.
The first is simply the true fluid velocity u evaluated on the axis, viz. u(0, 0, y3, t) ≡ U (y3, t).
A second velocity field is
V (y3, t) = Dtx, (19)
where
Dt = ∂t +W∂3, (20)
W (y3, t) = W (0, t) +
∫ y3
0
∆(s, t) ds, (21)
∆(y3, t) is the (yet to be determined) stretching rate of a material element that is aligned
with the axis at time t, and W (0, t) is the velocity at which the rope is injected at y3 = 0.
The convective derivative Dt is the rate of change measured by an observer traveling at a
speed (W ) equal to the sum of the injection speed and an additional velocity increment
due to distributed stretching of the rope along its length17. Unlike the usual convective
derivative, Dt applies only to field variables defined on the rope axis.
Although U 6= V in principle, V −U ∼ ²2U in the slender rope limit ²→ 018. Accord-
ingly, we shall ignore the distinction between V and U from now on, and use the symbol
U for both. The near-equality of U and V implies that the axis of the rope is very nearly
a material line. The velocity W defined by (21) can therefore be regarded (with negligible
error) as the rate of change of the arclength coordinate y3 of a material point.
Expressions for the stretching rate ∆ and the convective rate of change of d3 are obtained
by differentiating (19) with respect to y3 and using the generalized Frenet relations. We
thereby obtain
∆ = U ′3 − κ2U1 + κ1U2, (22)
Dtd3 = ω2d1 − ω1d2, (23)
where
ω1 = −U ′2 − κ3U1 + κ1U3, (24a)
ω2 = U
′
1 − κ3U2 + κ2U3. (24b)
Now because the lateral unit vectors dα are material, their angular velocity about the rope
axis is just the rate of rotation ω3 of the fluid (note that ω3 is a primitive variable, unlike
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ω1 and ω2 which are defined in terms of the velocity and geometry of the rope axis.) In
certain situations, moreover, one must allow the unit vectors d1 and d2 at the end y3 = 0 of
the rope to rotate relative to the fluid with an additional spin ω0. For steady coiling with
angular frequency Ω, for example, ω0 ≡ −Ω is the additional spin required to make the base
vectors di(s) independent of time along the whole length of the rope (see Ribe
14 for further
discussion.) The generalization of (23) is therefore
Dtdi = (ω + ω0)× di, ω = ωidi, ω0 = ω0d3. (25)
As noted in § II A, the orientation of the basis vectors di can be described by the Euler
parameters qi. The evolution equations for these parameters that correspond to (25) are
Dtq0 = 1
2
[−ω1q1 − ω2q2 − (ω3 + ω0)q3] (26a)
Dtq1 = 1
2
[ω1q0 − ω2q3 + (ω3 + ω0)q2] (26b)
Dtq2 = 1
2
[ω1q3 + ω2q0 − (ω3 + ω0)q1] (26c)
Dtq3 = 1
2
[−ω1q2 + ω2q1 + (ω3 + ω0)q0] (26d)
The final kinematic equation needed describes the evolution of the rope’s thickness. Con-
sider a material element of the rope with (infinitesimal) length l(t), and let the arclength
coordinate of its center be s(t). The incompressibility of the fluid requires that the volume
V ≡ A(s(t), t)l(t) of this element be constant. Setting dV/dt = 0, we find
(∂tA+ s˙∂sA) l + Al˙ = 0, (27)
where dots denote total time derivatives. Now s˙ = W and l˙/l = ∆, where W is the rate of
change of the arclength (21) and ∆ is the stretching rate (22). Eqn. (27) then becomes
DtA = −A∆. (28)
The convective rate of thinning of the rope is proportional to the rate of stretching of a
material line that lies along the axis.
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C. Local dynamical equations
We turn now to the equations of conservation of mass and momentum satisfied at each
point in the rope. The strain rate tensor relative to general nonorthogonal coordinates is
eij =
1
2
(
gi·∂ju+ gj·∂iu
)
. (29)
Incompressibility of the fluid requires gijeij = 0, or
∂α (huα) + ∂3u3 + κ3 (y2∂1u3 − y1∂2u3) = 0. (30)
Turning now to the momentum equations, we note first that the stress tensor relative to
the local basis vectors gi and per unit local surface area is
τ ij = −pgij + 2µgikgilekl, (31)
where p is the pressure. However, it is more convenient to work with the modified (nonsym-
metric) stress tensor
σij = σij = hτ
ikgk·dj, (32)
which represents the stresses relative to the axial basis vectors di and per unit area of a
reference surface at the axis. Note that σij = σij because d
i = di. Unlike τ
ij, σij can
meaningfully be integrated over cross-sections, because the basis vectors and the surface to
which it is referred do not vary across the rope. The equations of equilibrium in terms of
σij are (Green and Zerna
19, p. 150)
ρhX¨ = ∂i (σijdj) + ρhg, (33)
where X¨ is the acceleration of a fluid particle and gidi ≡ g is the gravitational accelera-
tion. Although the standard notation for gravity is similar to that for the covariant and
contravariant basis vectors in § II A, the different numbers of subscripts and superscripts
used in the two cases prevents confusion. For later use, we define the stress vector
σi = σijdj. (34)
that acts on a surface whose normal is parallel to di.
We now calculate explicitly the acceleration X¨. To first order in the lateral coordinates
y1 and y2, the velocity field within the rope as measured in the rotating reference frame is
u = U − 1
2
y∆+ ω × y, (35)
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where y = y1d1 + y2d2. The total velocity u is the sum of the axial velocity U , a radial
inflow associated with stretching at a rate ∆, and a velocity ω× y associated with bending
in two mutually perpendicular planes (at rates ω1 and ω2) and twisting (at a rate ω3). The
acceleration corresponding to (35), measured now relative to the fixed laboratory frame, is
X¨ = Ω× [Ω× (x+ y)] + 2Ω× u+DtU
+(y2Dtω1 − y1Dtω2)d3 +Dtω3(d3 × y) + (ω·y)(ω3d3 − ω0)
+[(ω × y)·d3](ω × d3)−∆(ω × y)
−
(
1
2
Dt∆− ∆
2
4
+ ω23
)
y. (36)
The first two terms on the right side of (36) are the additional centrifugal and Coriolis
accelerations associated with the angular velocity Ω of the rotating frame relative to the
fixed laboratory frame. Note that the vectors u, U and ω that appear in (36) are measured
relative to the rotating frame.
D. Global force and torque balance
The equations of global force balance are obtained by integrating the momentum equa-
tions (33) together with (36) over a cross-section S of the rope with area A, yielding
ρAJ =N ′ +P (37)
where
N =
∫
S
σ3 dS, (38)
is the stress resultant vector,
J = Ω× (Ω× x) + 2Ω×U +DtU , (39)
is the acceleration averaged over the cross-section,
P = ρAg +
∮
C
[(gr·dα)σα − a′σ3] dl, (40)
is the applied load vector, and C is the (circular) contour around the cross-section.
The equations of global torque balance are obtained by applying the operator y× to (33)
and then integrating over the cross-section. This yields
ρIK =M ′ + d3 ×N +M, (41)
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where I is the moment of inertia (5) of the cross-section,
M =
∫
S
y × σ3 dS, (42)
is the bending/twisting moment vector,
Kα = Dtωα + κα (DtU3 + ²βγ3ωβUγ)
+Ω2 (−καd3βxβ + ²αβ3dβ3d33)
+Ω [2dβ3 (²αβ3ω3 + ²βγ3καUγ)− dα3∆]
−ωα∆+ ²αβ3ωβ(ω3 − ω0), (43a)
and
K3 = 2Dtω3 − καDtUα
+Ω2dαβκαxβ
+2Ω {²αβ3 [dα3(ωβ + κβU3) + d33καUβ]− d33∆}
−2ω3∆+ ²αβ3κα [(ω3 + ω0)Uβ − ωβU3] , (43b)
are the components of the average moment of the acceleration, and
M = ρI [(g × d3)κ− (κ× g)d3]
+
∮
C
y × [(gr·dα)σα − a′σ3] dl (44)
is the applied moment vector.
E. Applied loads and moments
We now determine simplified expressions for the applied load and moment vectors (40)
and (44), assuming that the outer surface r = a of the rope is acted upon by surface tension
but is otherwise stress-free. Accordingly, the stress vector there is
τ ijnigj|r=a = 2γHn (45)
where H is the mean curvature (18),
n ≡ nigi =
[
h2c + a
′2
]−1/2
(hcgr − a′d3) (46)
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is the unit vector normal to the surface and
hc ≡ h|r=a = 1 + a(κ1 sin θ − κ2 cos θ). (47)
By projecting (45) onto the base vector dk and rewriting the result in terms of σij using
(32), we obtain
[(gr·dα)σα − a′σ3]r=a = 2γH(hcgr·di − δi3a′)di. (48)
Eqn. (48) together with (17), (18), and (47) permits evaluation of the line integrals in (40)
and (44), which yields
P = ρAg + 2piγ(aκ× d3 + a′d3), (49)
Mα = ρIκαg3 + γAκαa′, M3 = −ρIκαgα. (50)
F. Constitutive relations
The dynamical equations are completed by constitutive relations for the stress resul-
tant N3, the bending moments M1 and M2, and the twisting moment M3. These can be
derived by asymptotic expansion of the governing equations in powers of the slenderness
² = a0/L¿ 1, following a procedure similar to that of Ribe18. To facilitate the derivation,
define dimensionless variables yˆα = yα/a0, aˆ = a/a0, yˆ3 = y3/L, and κˆi = Lκi, and the
dimensionless derivative ∂ˆ3 = ∂/∂yˆ3.
To determine the constitutive relation for the axial stress resultant N3, we consider slow
(inertia-free) deformations dominated by stretching. Suppose for definiteness that gravity
is the primary force responsible for the deformation of the rope, as is the case e.g. for a
vertical liquid rope stretching under its own weight. The scales for the velocity and pressure
within the rope are then
u ∼ ρgL
2
µ
, p ∼ ρgL. (51)
We also suppose that the magnitude of the surface tension coefficient γ is such that
γ
²ρgL2
≡ Bˆ−1 = O(1), (52)
where Bˆ is a modified inverse Bond number.
The scales (51) suggest that the velocity and pressure fields can be represented by asymp-
totic expansions of the form
ui =
ρgL2
µ
∑
j=0
∑
m=0
∑
n=0
²j yˆm1 yˆ
n
2u
(jmn)
i (yˆ3), (53a)
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p = ρgL
∑
j=0
∑
m=0
∑
n=0
²j yˆm1 yˆ
n
2 p
(jmn)(yˆ3), (53b)
where the coefficients u
(jmn)
i and p
(jmn) are dimensionless functions of the arclength yˆ3. To
simplify the notation, let
∆(ijk) = ∂ˆ3u
(ijk)
3 + κˆ1u
(ijk)
2 − κˆ2u(ijk)1 , (54)
We now substitute the expansions (53) into the continuity equation (30), the momentum
equations (33) with the inertial term on the left-hand side neglected, and the boundary
condition (45), and then require terms proportional to the same powers of ², yˆ1, and yˆ2 in
each equation to vanish separately. This yields a set of coupled linear algebraic equations
for the coefficients u
(jmn)
i and p
(jmn) that can be solved sequentially. A Mathematica20 script
that implements this solution procedure is available upon request from the first author. The
leading-order expression for the (dimensional) stress resultant N3 is
N3
ρgLA
= −p(000) + 2∆(000), (55)
and the sequential solution procedure described above gives
p(000) = −∆(000) + Bˆ−1. (56)
Substituting (56) into (55) and redimensionalizing using ∆ ≈ ρgL∆(000)/µ, we find
N3 = 3µA∆− piγa. (57)
To determine the constitutive relations forM1,M2 andM3, we consider slow deformations
dominated by bending and twisting. The velocity and pressure then scale as
u ∼ ρgL
2
²2µ
, p ∼ ρgL
²
, (58)
and the appropriate asymptotic expansions are
ui =
ρgL2
²2µ
∑
j=0
∑
m=0
∑
n=0
²j yˆm1 yˆ
n
2u
(jmn)
i (yˆ3), (59a)
p =
ρgL
²
∑
j=0
∑
m=0
∑
n=0
²j yˆm1 yˆ
n
2 p
(jmn)(yˆ3), (59b)
Let
ω
(ijk)
1 = −∂ˆ3u(ijk)2 − κˆ3u(ijk)1 + κˆ1u(ijk)3 , (60a)
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ω
(ijk)
2 = ∂ˆ3u
(ijk)
1 − κˆ3u(ijk)2 + κˆ2u(ijk)3 . (60b)
The leading-order expressions for the (dimensional) moments Mi can then be written
M1
ρgI
= −p(001) + 2∆(101) + 2κˆ3u(110)3 , (61a)
M2
ρgI
= p(010) − 2∆(110) + 2κˆ3u(101)3 , (61b)
M3
ρgI
= −ω(110)1 − ω(101)2 + κˆ1ω(000)2 − κˆ2ω(000)1 . (61c)
The sequential solution procedure described previously yields
∆(101) = ∂ˆ3ω
(000)
1 + κˆ2u
(110)
2 ,
∆(110) = −∂ˆ3ω(000)2 + κˆ1u(110)2 ,
u
(110)
3 = −ω(000)2 , u(101)3 = ω(000)1 ,
ω
(110)
1 = −κˆ1ω(000)2 − ∂ˆ3u(110)2 ,
ω
(101)
2 = κˆ2ω
(000)
1 − ∂ˆ3u(110)2 ,
p(001) = −∂ˆ3ω(000)1 + κˆ3ω(000)2 − κˆ2u(110)2 ,
p(010) = ∂ˆ3ω
(000)
2 + κˆ3ω
(000)
1 − κˆ1u(110)2 . (62)
Substituting (62) into (61) and redimensionalizing using the relations
{ωα, ω3} ≈ ρgL
²2µ
{
ω(000)α , u
(110)
2
}
, (63)
we obtain
M1 = 3µI (ω
′
1 + κ2ω3 − κ3ω2) (64a)
M2 = 3µI (ω
′
2 + κ3ω1 − κ1ω3) (64b)
M3 = 2µI(ω
′
3 + κ1ω2 − κ2ω1). (64c)
G. Summary
The unsteady flow of a liquid rope is described by the twenty-one variables A, x1, x2,
x3, q0, q1, q2, q3, U1, U2, U3, W , ω1, ω2, ω3, N1, N2, N3, M1, M2, and M3. The twenty-one
differential equations they satisfy are (6), (21) in the form W ′ = ∆, (24), (26), (28), (37),
(41), (57), and (64). The auxiliary definitions required to close the system are (9), (22),
(39), (43), (49), and (50).
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III. LINEARIZED EQUATIONS FOR STABILITY OF STEADY COILING
A. Basic state
The basic states whose stability we shall analyze are numerical solutions for the steady
coiling of a viscous rope, obtained using the continuation method described in Ribe14. The
equations governing steady coiling are obtained from the full unsteady equations in § II by
setting ∂t = U1 = U2 = 0, U3 = W ≡ U , and ωα = καU , where U(s) is the velocity parallel
to the axis of the rope. The result is a seventeenth order two-point boundary-value problem
for the variables x¯1, x¯2, x¯3, q¯0, q¯1, q¯2, q¯3, U¯ , κ¯1, κ¯2, ω¯3, N¯1, N¯2, N¯3, M¯1, M¯2, and M¯3,
where the overbars have been added to distinguish the variables of the basic state from the
perturbation variables to be introduced in a moment. Because the flow is steady, each barred
variable is a function of the arclength s only. Examples of the geometry of steady coiling
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and the mathematical structure of the solutions is discussed in
more detail in Ribe14.
B. Perturbation expansion
The next step is to write each of the twenty-one unsteady dependent variables as the
sum of a steady (barred) value and an exponentially growing perturbation. Denoting the
spatially varying parts of the perturbation variables by hats, we have
A = Q/U¯ + AˆE, xi = x¯i + xˆiE, qj = q¯j + qˆjE,
Uα = UˆαE, U3 = U¯ + Uˆ3E, W = U¯ + WˆE,
ωα = κ¯αU¯ + ωˆαE, ω3 = ω¯3 + ωˆ3E,
Ni = N¯i + NˆiE, Mi = M¯i + MˆiE, (65)
where E = exp(σt) and σ is the growth rate. By substituting (65) into the equations derived
in § II and linearizing in the usual way, we obtain a set of twenty-one coupled linear ODEs
for the perturbation variables Aˆ ≡ 2pia¯aˆ, xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3, qˆ0, qˆ1, qˆ2, qˆ3, Uˆ1, Uˆ2, Uˆ3, Wˆ , ωˆ1, ωˆ2, ωˆ3,
Nˆ1, Nˆ2, Nˆ3, Mˆ1, Mˆ2, and Mˆ3. These equations are given explicitly in the Appendix.
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C. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions satisfied by the dependent variables are most conveniently ob-
tained by working in a fixed laboratory reference frame. The velocity and angular velocity
vectors in the laboratory frame are related to those in the corotating frame by
V lab = V + Ωe3 × x, ωlab = ω + Ωe3. (66)
Consider first the boundary conditions at the injection point s = 0. The cross-sectional
area of the rope, the Cartesian coordinates of its axis, and the advection velocity W are all
fixed there, requiring
A(0)− A0 = x1(0) = x2(0) = x3(0) = W (0)− U0 = 0, (67)
where A0 = pia
2
0 and U0 = Q/A0. With no loss of generality, we stipulate that the local basis
vectors di(0) at the injection point are constant in the rotating frame, which implies
dij(0) =

q¯1(0)
2 − q¯2(0)2 2q¯1(0)q¯2(0) 0
2q¯1(0)q¯2(0) q¯2(0)
2 − q¯1(0)2 0
0 0 −1
 , (68)
where q¯1(0) and q¯2(0) are the Euler parameters for the steady coiling solution. The fluid
velocity at s = 0 is equal to the imposed injection velocity, or
V (0) = −U0e3. (69)
The vanishing of the angular velocity in the laboratory frame requires
ω(0) + Ωe3 = 0. (70)
Turning now to the contact point s = `, we note that the vertical coordinate of the rope’s
axis there is just (minus) the total fall height less a small correction for the finite radius of
the rope, or
x3(`) = −H + a(`). (71)
Because fluid typically piles up beneath the coiling rope in laboratory experiments (Fig. 2),
the fall height H appearing in (71) should be interpreted as an effective value, i.e., the total
fall height less the height of the fluid pile. The mobility of the contact point requires that
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the rope’s axis there must be horizontal and have zero curvature about a horizontal axis
normal to the rope, or
d33(`) = d
′
33(`) = 0. (72)
The no-slip condition requires the velocity of the rope axis at the contact point to be zero in
the laboratory frame, except for a small vertical velocity proportional to the rate of change
of the rope’s radius. Thus
V (`) + Ωe3 × x(`) = e3 d
dt
a(`), (73)
Finally, the vanishing of the angular velocity vector in the laboratory frame requires
ω(`) + Ωe3 = 0. (74)
All the above boundary conditions are valid for an arbitrary time-dependent motion of
the rope. To determine the boundary conditions satisfied by the perturbation (hatted)
variables, we begin by recalling the boundary conditions for steady coiling, which are14
0 = A¯(0)− A0 = x¯1(0) = x¯2(0) = x¯3(0)
= q¯0(0) = q¯3(0) = V¯3(0)− U0 = W¯ (0)− U0
= ω¯1(0) = ω¯2(0) = ω¯3(0)− Ω (75)
at the injection point s = 0 and
= x¯1(¯`)− Ω−1U¯(¯`) = x¯2(¯`) = x¯3(¯`) +H − a¯(¯`)
= q¯0(¯`) = q¯1(¯`) = q¯2(¯`)− 2−1/2 = q¯3(¯`) + 2−1/2
= ω¯1(¯`) = ω¯2(¯`)− Ω = ω¯3(¯`). (76)
at the contact point s = ¯`, where U¯(s) = Q/A¯(s). The boundary conditions satisfied by
the perturbation (hatted) variables are obtained by linearizing the boundary conditions (67)
through (74) about the steady boundary conditions (75) and (76). At the injection point,
the resulting conditions are
0 = Aˆ(0) = xˆ1(0) = xˆ2(0) = xˆ3(0)
= qˆ0(0) = qˆ1(0) = qˆ3(0) = Vˆ1(0) = Vˆ2(0) = Vˆ3(0)
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= Wˆ (0) = ωˆ1(0) = ωˆ2(0) = ωˆ3(0). (77)
The derivation of the boundary conditions at the contact point s = ` is somewhat more
complicated, because both the rope length ` ≡ ¯`+ ˆ`and the base vectors di(`) ≡ d¯i(`)+dˆi(`)
change with time. To first order in the perturbation quantities, therefore, the expansion of
a generic scalar or vector variable φ(`) at the contact point is
φ(`) ≈ φ¯(¯`) + ˆ`φ¯′(¯`) + φˆ(¯`). (78)
Linearizing the boundary conditions (71) through (74) about the steady conditions (76) with
the help of (78), we obtain the following boundary conditions for the perturbation variables
at s = ¯`:
0 = xˆ3(¯`)− ˆ`¯a′(¯`)− aˆ(¯`) = qˆ2(¯`) + qˆ3(¯`)
= Vˆ1(¯`)− Ω
[
x¯1(¯`)dˆ31(¯`)− xˆ2(¯`)
]
= Vˆ2(¯`) + σ
[
ˆ`¯a′(¯`) + aˆ(¯`)
]
= Vˆ3(¯`)− Ω
[
x¯1(¯`)dˆ32(¯`) + xˆ1(¯`)
]
+ ˆ`∆¯(¯`)
= ωˆ1(¯`) + ˆ`
M¯1(¯`)
3µI¯(¯`)
− Ωdˆ21(¯`)
= ωˆ2(¯`) + ˆ`
M¯2(¯`)
3µI¯(¯`)
− Ωdˆ23(¯`)
= ωˆ3(¯`) + ˆ`
M¯3(¯`)
2µI¯(¯`)
− Ωdˆ22(¯`). (79)
In (79) and henceforth, dˆij(s) are the perturbations of the direction cosines (9), e.g. dˆ12 =
2(q¯1qˆ2+ q¯2qˆ1+ q¯0qˆ3+ q¯3qˆ0). The constitutive relations (64) have been used to eliminate ω¯
′
i(
¯`)
from the boundary conditions on ωˆi(¯`) in (79).
In summary, (77) and (79) are the twenty-two boundary conditions required to constrain
the twenty-one perturbation variables and the unknown perturbation ˆ` of the rope length.
IV. NUMERICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS
The equations (A.1) together with the boundary conditions (77) and (79) constitute a
linear two-point boundary-value problem of order 21 that has nontrivial solutions only for
particular values of the growth rate σ. We solve this eigenvalue problem numerically using
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a continuation method implemented by the software package AUTO 9721,22 (freely available
at http://indy.cs.concordia.ca/auto/). The basic idea (e.g., Keller23, p. 235) is to introduce
into the boundary conditions three new adjustable real parameters βi (i = 1, 2, 3) which are
then varied gradually to refine an initial guess for the (possibly complex) eigenvalue σ. In
particular, we introduce a new boundary condition
Mˆ1(¯`) = β1 + iβ2, (80)
and modify the boundary condition on ωˆ1(¯`) from (79) to
ωˆ1(¯`) = −ˆ`M¯1(
¯`)
3µI¯(¯`)
+ Ωdˆ21(¯`) + β3. (81)
The problem is initialized by setting β1 = β2 = β3 = 0 and making an initial guess for the
growth rate σ. The solution procedure then comprises two steps. First, we ’pull’ β3 away
from 0 to some finite value (e.g., 1) with σ fixed, letting β1 and β2 float freely. Then β3 is
’pushed’ gradually back to 0 with β1 and β2 fixed, leaving the real and imaginary parts of
σ free to float. At the end of this process, one has both an eigenvalue σ and the full set of
associated complex eigenfunctions for the twenty-one perturbation variables. High accuracy
is ensured by solving the equations for the steady basic state simultaneously in the same
program, on the same numerical grid as the perturbation equations. The resulting system
is of order 59 (17 steady variables plus the real and imaginary parts of 21 perturbation
variables).
Here we present the results of stability analyses for three of the laboratory experiments
reported by Ribe et al.10, in each of which the coiling frequency Ω is measured as the fall
height H is varied for fixed values of the hole diameter d, the flow rate Q, and the fluid
properties ρ, ν, and γ. Each experiment is therefore defined by particular values of the
dimensionless groups
Π1 =
(
ν5
gQ3
)1/5
, Π2 =
(
νQ
gd4
)1/4
, Π3 =
γd2
ρνQ
. (82)
To carry out the stability analysis for a given experiment, we first calculate numerically the
dimensionless frequency Ω(ν/g2)1/3 ≡ Ω˜ of steady coiling as a function of the dimensionless
height H(g/ν2)1/3 ≡ H˜. This yields a curve similar to that shown (in dimensional form)
in Fig. 3. Next, we choose a trial value of H˜, and use the ’pull/push’ procedure described
above to search for unstable modes having <(σ) > 0. We then continue any such modes
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in both directions along the curve Ω˜(H˜), monitoring σ to identify the fall heights at which
<(σ) becomes zero, i.e. at which the mode in question becomes stable. By repeating this
procedure for different trial values of H˜ along the curve Ω˜(H˜), we determine the portions of
the curve that represent unstable steady states.
The results of this procedure are shown in Figs. 5 - 7 for the parameters (Π1,Π2,Π3) cor-
responding to the three laboratory experiments referred to above. In each figure, the symbols
indicate experimental measurements obtained in series with H increasing (squares), decreas-
ing (circles), and varied randomly (triangles.) The continuous curve in each figure shows
the numerically calculated curve Ωˆ(Hˆ) for steady coiling, and its solid and dashed portions
indicate stable and unstable steady states, respectively. Overall, the agreement between
the numerical calculations and the experiments is very close: the observed steady states are
concentrated along the stable portions of the calculated curves, leaving the unstable portions
almost entirely ‘unpopulated’. The only significant exceptions are the three measurements
with the highest frequencies in Fig. 5, which lie close to an unstable segment of the cal-
culated curve. However, the growth rate of the instability along this portion of the curve
is very small (σ ≈ 0.02Ω), implying that the coiling rope executes Ω/2piσ ≈ 8 revolutions
during the time required for a perturbation to grow by a factor e. This may explain why
apparently steady states such as those in Fig. 5 are observed despite their instability sensu
stricto.
V. DISCUSSION
A more detailed examination of our numerical solutions helps to understand the mech-
anism by which steady coiling becomes unstable. As an illustration, we consider the case
Π1 = 3690, Π2 = 2.19, Π3 = 0, and H˜ = 0.894, for which the steady coiling frequency is
Ω˜ = 1.401 (solid black circle in Fig. 6). Setting Π3 = 0 eliminates the uninteresting effect
of surface tension, which increases the steady coiling frequency by only 5%.
Fig. 8 shows the lateral displacement x¯1(s) of the rope’s axis (in the plane containing
the injection point and the contact point with the plate), the bending moment M¯1(s), and
the viscous, gravitational, and inertial forces per unit rope length in the d2-direction. These
forces are defined (using an obvious notation) as{
f¯V , f¯G, f¯I
}
= {N ′, ρAg,−ρAJ} ·d2, (83)
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where J is given by (39). Because γ = 0 for our illustrative example, (37) implies that
f¯V + f¯G + f¯I = 0.
The steady coiling solution comprises an interior region in which bending is negligible
(M¯1 ≈ 0), and two boundary layers near the injection and contact points where significant
bending is concentrated (Fig. 8b). In the interior, the rope behaves essentially as a ‘whirling
viscous string’10: the lateral deflection increases smoothly downward (Fig. 8a), and the
gravitational force is balanced about equally by the viscous force associated with axial
stretching and by (centrifugal) inertia (Fig. 8c). In the lower (and more dynamically
significant) boundary layer, the gravitational force is balanced almost entirely by the viscous
force associated with bending, with inertia playing a subsidiary role.
The most unstable eigenmode of the steady solution shown in Fig. 8 has a real eigenvalue
σ = 0.625Ω, where Ω is the steady coiling frequency. The structure of this eigenmode is
shown in Fig. 9, using the same variables (lateral deflection, bending moment, and forces
per unit length) as for the steady solution. The perturbation forces fˆV , fˆG, and fˆI are given
respectively by the viscous, gravitational, and inertial terms of (A.1l) with γ = 0 and α = 2,
and satisfy fˆV +fˆG+fˆI = 0. The structural features of the eigenmode are concentrated in the
lower boundary layer, where the gravitational force is balanced primarily by viscous forces
(Fig. 9c). The mechanism of the instability therefore involves a balance between gravity
and the viscous resistance of the rope to bending, with inertia playing a secondary role. This
conclusion can be verified by ‘turning off’ all the inertial terms in the perturbation equations
(A.1) while holding constant all the other parameters in the numerical code. The instability
still occurs; but the growth rate σ = 1.42Ω is now more than double the ’true’ growth
rate σ = 0.625Ω predicted by the full numerical model with all inertial terms retained.
This demonstrates that inertia is not essential to the instability, but that it nevertheless
significantly influences the growth rate.
A comparison of Figs. 5-7 raises a further question: how does the number Ns of stable
segments of the curve Ω(H) depend on the experimental parameters? The stable segments
are confined for the most part to the roughly horizontal portions (‘steps’) of the Ω(H) curve.
Ribe et al.10 showed that the total number N of (stable and unstable) steps in the curve
scales as N ∼ Π5/321 in the limit when Π1 → ∞ and gravitational stretching of the rope is
strong (a1 ¿ a0). Figs. 5-7 suggest that Ns also increases with Π1: Ns = 2 for Π1 = 1220,
and Ns = 3 for Π1 = 3690 and 10050. Moreover, the fourth step in Fig. 7 is only slightly
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unstable (σ ≈ 0.004Ω), suggesting that Π1 = 10050 may be just below the value above
which Ns = 4. Unfortunately, numerical convergence becomes difficult to achieve when Π1
and/or Ω is too large, and we were therefore not able to determine a scaling law for Ns. For
now, we can only speculate that it scales in the same way as the total number of steps, viz.,
Ns ∼ Π5/321 .
In conclusion, our linear stability analysis shows that steady coiling in the multivalued
‘inertio-gravitational’ (IG) regime is stable only along discrete segments of the frequency
vs. height curve, the distribution of which agrees very well with high-resolution laboratory
measurements. The stability analysis further shows that coiling is stable at all heights
in the three remaining regimes (viscous, gravitational, and inertial), in agreement with
the experiments of Maleki et al.9. Analytical theory, numerical analysis, and laboratory
experiments thus come together to offer a consistent portrait of steady coiling over the
whole range of fall heights and frequencies at which the phenomenon occurs.
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APPENDIX: PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
The twenty-one first-order ODEs satisfied by the perturbation variables are given below.
Here 〈P 〉 ≡ Pˆ is an alternate notation for the perturbation of the enclosed quantity, and
‖P,Q‖ = P¯ Qˆ− Q¯Pˆ . In addition, N3 = N3 + piγa.
U¯ aˆ′ = −σaˆ+ ‖N3, aW‖
6µA¯U¯
, (A.1a)
xˆ′i = dˆ3i, (A.1b)
2U¯ qˆ′0 = −2σqˆ0 − q¯1ωˆ1 − q¯2ωˆ2 − q¯3ωˆ3
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+κ¯1‖q1,W‖+ κ¯2‖q2,W‖+ κ¯3‖q3,W‖ (A.1c)
2U¯ qˆ′1 = −2σqˆ1 + q¯0ωˆ1 − q¯3ωˆ2 + q¯2ωˆ3
−κ¯1‖q0,W‖+ κ¯2‖q3,W‖ − κ¯3‖q2,W‖ (A.1d)
2U¯ qˆ′2 = −2σqˆ2 + q¯3ωˆ1 + q¯0ωˆ2 − q¯1ωˆ3
−κ¯1‖q3,W‖ − κ¯2‖q0,W‖+ κ¯3‖q1,W‖ (A.1e)
2U¯ qˆ′3 = −2σqˆ3 − q¯2ωˆ1 + q¯1ωˆ2 + q¯0ωˆ3
+κ¯1‖q2,W‖ − κ¯2‖q1,W‖ − κ¯3‖q0,W‖ (A.1f)
Uˆ ′α = ²αβ3
(
ωˆβ − U¯ κˆβ − κ¯βUˆ3 + κ¯3Uˆβ
)
(A.1g)
Uˆ ′3 =
‖A,N3‖
3µA¯2
+ κ¯2Uˆ1 − κ¯1Uˆ2, (A.1h)
Wˆ ′ =
‖A,N3‖
3µA¯2
, (A.1i)
ωˆ′α =
‖I,Mα‖
3µI¯2
+ ²αijκ¯i
(
U¯ κˆj − ωˆj
)− ²αi3Ωκˆi, (A.1j)
ωˆ′3 =
‖I,M3‖
2µI¯2
+ ²3αβκ¯α
(
U¯ κˆβ − ωˆβ
)
, (A.1k)
Nˆ ′i = ²ijk〈Njκk〉+ ρ〈AJi〉+ ρg〈Adi3〉
−γ
(
Aˆ′δi3 + 2pi²ij3〈aκj〉
)
(A.1l)
Mˆ ′α = ²αjk〈Mjκk〉+ ²αj3Nˆj + ρ〈IKα〉
+ρg〈Iκαd33〉 − γ〈Aκαa′〉, (A.1m)
Mˆ ′3 = ²αβ3〈Mακβ〉+ ρ〈IK3〉 − ρg〈Iκβdβ3〉. (A.1n)
The perturbation curvatures κˆi are eliminated from the above equations using the auxil-
iary relations
U¯ κˆ1 = ωˆ1 − κ¯1Wˆ + 2σ (‖q1, q0‖+ ‖q2, q3‖) , (A.2a)
U¯ κˆ2 = ωˆ2 − κ¯2Wˆ + 2σ (‖q2, q0‖+ ‖q3, q1‖) , (A.2b)
U¯ κˆ3 = ωˆ3 − κ¯3Wˆ + 2σ (‖q3, q0‖+ ‖q1, q2‖) , (A.2c)
which are themselves obtained by combining the perturbation forms of (10) and (26).
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FIG. 1: Steady coiling of viscous corn syrup (photograph by N. Ribe.) Fluid with density ρ,
viscosity ν and surface tension coefficient γ is injected at volumetric rate Q through a hole of
diameter d ≡ 2a0 and falls a distance H onto a solid surface. The angular coiling frequency is Ω,
the radius of the ‘coil’ portion of the rope is R, and the radius of the rope at the base of the coil
is a1.
FIG. 2: (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the coiling experiments.
Silicone oil is pumped from a syringe using a stepper motor, and falls onto a table of adjustable
height. Observations are recorded using a CCD camera operating at 25 frames s−1. (b) and (c):
Coiling of silicone oil with viscosity ν = 5000 cm2 s−1, injected from a hole of diameter d = 0.15
cm at a rate Q = 0.0066 cm3 s−1 and falling a distance H = 20 cm. The low-frequency and
high-frequency states observed for these parameters are shown in panels (b) and (c), respectively.
FIG. 4: Geometry of a thin viscous rope. The Cartesian coordinates of the rope’s axis relative to an
arbitrary origin O are x(s, t), where s is the arclength along the axis and t is time. The rope’s radius
is a(s, t). The unit tangent vector to the axis is d3(s, t) ≡ x′, and d1(s, t) and d2(s, t) ≡ d3 × d1
are material unit vectors in the plane of the rope’s cross-section. The Cartesian unit vectors ei are
fixed in the reference frame rotating with an angular velocity equal to the angular frequency Ω of
steady coiling.
FIG. 3: Regimes of liquid rope coiling. The symbols show experimental observations of the coiling
frequency Ω as a function of the fall height H for an experiment performed using viscous silicone
oil (ρ = 0.97 g cm−3, ν = 1000 cm2 s−1, γ = 21.5 dyne cm−1) with d = 0.068 cm and Q = 0.00215
cm3 s−110. The solid line is the numerically predicted curve of frequency vs. height for the same
parameters. Portions of the curve representing the different coiling regimes are labeled: viscous
(V), gravitational (G), inertio-gravitational (IG), and inertial (I).
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FIG. 5: Stability of steady coiling with Π1 = 1220, Π2 = 2.09, and Π3 = 0.019. The continuous
curve shows the numerically calculated frequency of steady coiling as a function of height. The
solid and dashed portions of the curve indicate stable and unstable steady states, respectively, as
predicted using the numerical stability analysis described in the text. Symbols indicate experimen-
tal measurements10 obtained in series with H increasing (squares), decreasing (circles), and varied
randomly (triangles.)
FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 5, but for Π1 = 3690, Π2 = 2.19, and Π3 = 0.044. The black dot indicates
the coiling frequency at H(g/ν2)1/3 = 0.894 with the same values of Π1 and Π2 but with surface
tension neglected (Π3 = 0).
FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 5, but for Π1 = 10050, Π2 = 3.18, and Π3 = 0.048. The parameters for this
experiment are identical to those used in Fig. 3.
FIG. 8: Structure of the steady coiling solution for the case Π1 = 3690, Π2 = 2.19, Π3 = 0, and
H˜ = 0.894 (Fig. 6). In this figure and in Fig. 9, the arclength s increases along the rope from the
injection point s = 0 to the contact point s = `. (a) Lateral displacement x¯1. (b) Bending moment
M¯1. (c) Forces per unit rope length in the d2-direction: viscous (heavy dashed line), gravitational
(heavy solid line), and inertial (light solid line). The vertical light dashed line indicates f¯ = 0.
A0 ≡ pia20 and I0 ≡ pia40/4 are the area and moment of inertia, respectively, of the injection hole.
FIG. 9: Structure of the most unstable eigenmode of the steady coiling solution shown in Fig.
8. The variables displayed in each panel are the perturbations of the steady variables in the
corresponding panels of Fig. 8, and are all normalized to unit amplitude.
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